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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Mathematical model to calculate the number of articles that should have been retracted

We analysed the PubMed database, looking for retracted articles published between 1950 and
2004 in 4,348 journals with known impact factors (IFs) over a number of years. Here we
compute each journal’s impact factor as an average of its IF values reported for the years
1999 to 2004 by ISI Thomson, Inc. Note that for some journals, ISI provides different IF
values in the bar charts and text on their website; we have used the values described in the
text.

Let IFi be the impact factor of the ith journal, and IFmax be the highest impact factor that we
observe in our dataset (50.551). We define a normalized IF for the ith journal, ri, as

ri =

IFi
. Let ai be the total number of articles published in the ith journal and ψi be the
IFmax

number of retracted articles in the same journal. According to our model outlined in Figure
1C (inset), the probability of observing retraction of ψi out of ai articles published in the ith
journal, computed jointly for all N journals in our dataset (i=1,…,n), is
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In this expression p(IFi ) is the probability of sampling an article that is published in the ith
journal (with impact factor IFi). Note that the multinomial probability of sampling the whole
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on the values of our model parameters and, therefore, they can be omitted in the maximum
likelihood and MCMC computations.

A set of 5 journals from the ISI dataset have IF assigned to 0. Most certainly the articles
published in these journals are cited somewhere, but these citations fall outside of the set of
journals reviewed by the ISI. We attempt to account for this incompleteness of the ISI data in
our calculation of impact factors in the following way. For the set of 5 journals with ISIassigned IF of 0, we postulate a pseudo-IF of 0.0009, one tenth of the smallest IF that we
observe in our dataset.

In our model, parameters θ and τ can vary between 0 and 1, while α and β can take any real
value. We require that the joint probability of θ, α, τ, and β be 0 whenever θ riα or τ ri β are
smaller than 0 or larger than 1, because we define these quantities as probabilities.

To estimate the posterior distribution of parameter values (given an uninformative prior
distribution over parameter values), we use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; Gilks et al,
1996). We repeat our parameter estimation while fixing τ to several values between 0 and 1,
using MCMC with 10 million iterations. The results of this parameter estimation are given in
Figure 1B.

The expected number of retractable articles for particular values of α and θ can be computed
as:
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Ri = ai (1− θ riα ), (2)
N

R = ∑ Ri , (3)
i=1

where R is the total (unobserved) number of retractable articles, Ri is the ith journal’s share of
this number, and n is the total number of journals. The parameters ai and ri denote the number
of articles and the normalized IF of the ith journal, respectively. We use the joint posterior
distribution of α, β, and θ for τ=0.1 and τ=1 values to compute the posterior distributions of
R and Ri shown in Figure 1C.
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